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and you're looking for your first car to be a classic truck, but you weren't born into the lucky
sperm club, so you'll have to go the low buck route. The trick is going to be finding something
cool without paying the premium for a mainstream choice, like a square-body Chevrolet. It's
called that other white meat, the square-body Dodge Ram. That was the premise for the story of
the high school custom when this Dodge Ram pickup was first introduced to Custom Classic
Trucks readers almost 10 years ago; it was to be a common cents approach for a kid buying his
first truck. The first tech article in Custom Classic Trucks was on how to do a major service on
an old truck a person just bought. The Dodge pickup name changed to Dodge Ram in and the
highly storied, fast-shifting Chrysler Torgueflite three-speed automatic transmission was called
a LoadFlite in trucks. We made the required adjustments to the LoadFlite, installed a shift kit,
Fram transmission filter, and filled it with Royal Purple synthetic transmission fluid. The
wide-ratio gearing is 2. Regarding the rearend, a weak memory recollects a Dana 44, but can't
remember the gearing it was refilled with Royal Purple synthetic gear oil. For the body and paint
the students in Riverside City College's autobody program got busy. The Dodge was at the
college in Riverside, California, for almost a dozen semesters and provided numerous students
a hands-on experience bodyworking and painting a "complete" from start to finish. The Dodge
was a great starting platform: an original-owner truck with low mileage, original paint, and zero
rust. The students shaved the DOT marker lights and the gas door by welding in steel blanks.
An army of students grabbed double-action sanders and sanded it to the bare metal. Afterward
the students used Mothers rubbing compounds and polishes to color sand and rub the paint
out. The interior features the stock Dodge Ram bench seat and door panels reupholstered in
black vinyl by the students in Riverside City College's auto upholstery class. The carpeting and
sound-deadening mat was done for a tech article in Classic Trucks using Eastwood's
Thermo-Coustic mat on top of an incredibly rust-free floor and LMC Truck black loop carpeting
over that. The steering wheel is a "shrunken" Dodge Charger wheel by Grant. In Dodge
upgraded its inch V-8 with a roller cam and fast-burn heads. For this we sourced from LMC
Truck, and Summit Racing Equipment an Edelbrock aluminum intake with an Edelbrock
four-barrel carb it replicates the factory police option. The distributor curved to the cam is a
Performance Distributors unit complete with Davis Unified Ignition coil. The charging system is
also from Performance Distributors featuring a Mr. Amp high-output alternator, and Dyna-Batt
battery. The chrome valve covers and air cleaner are from LMC Truck. The LMC heavy-duty
wiring harness ensures a full charge meets the halogen headlights. At the rear Gordon made
brackets and installed a new chrome rear bumper and taillight lens with chrome bezels. Clay
liked the RT bedside graphics portrayed in Chris Brown's concept illustration, an important part
of the Dodge's unique identity, and commissioned Terrall Prince's Royal Signs to bring them to
life. The story can be found in the Sep. Armed and dangerous? Online art project takes aim at
militarization of robotics. Ad Microsoft. Full screen. Slideshow continues on the next slide. Load
Error. Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you purchase something through
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whatever they celebrated faded from popular culture. And just like the trends that inspired them,
the trucks went away. Here are just 7 limited-trucks that many have forgotten. Many
automakersâ€”as in the late 90s and early 00s â€”tried to cash in on the apparel craze of the
70s: jeans. Others, like the Dodge Jean Machine, are limited-edition trucks that were forgotten.
The late Rod Hall was an amazingly accomplished racer. He raced in the very first Baja and took
part in the next Baja racing , though still popular today, was even more popular in the 80s and
early 90s. To make the most of it, Hall worked with Dodge to create a custom truck. In , Hall
fitted several Ram trucks with taller and firmer suspension. Dodge built only 14 trucks, and
every single one was recalled. According to AutoWise , only 9 were retrofitted with proper
suspension. He's starting to rebuild it as original as he can. Then, in , Hall tried again, teaming
up with Carroll Shelby. The two made 33 more limited-edition trucks. These came with more
off-road-ready front and rear bumpers, a bed-mounted lightbar, and Rod Hall driving lights.
According to Popular Mechanics , the trucks only came with a hp V8, but at least they also came
with an interesting story. In , the Toyota Tundra Terminator 3 Edition was released.
Cosmetically, the T3 Tundra received a few upgrades. Inside were Dark Charcoal leather seats
and metallic-looking interior trim. But as Motor Trend reported at the time, the T3 also received
some performance mods. There was a TRD dual-exit exhaust, a limited-slip differential, and a
heavy-duty stabilizer bar. The shocks were even upgraded with Tokico units. And in keeping
with the movie, Toyota only made All Sierra Sundancers were painted Bright Yellow and
featured two-tone blue pinstripes with Gunmetal Gray on the lower parts of the truck. All of
them also had four-wheel drive, tubular steel bumpers, a sunroof, and Bilstein shocks. Few
have survived, making this very much a forgotten limited-edition truck. To honor his memory,
Chevrolet released a series of special-edition cars. Based on the standard 6. The ride was
lowered, the front stabilizer bar was stiffened, and a different locking rear differential was fitted.
The suspension was also modified, with two-state multi-leaf springs in the back and Tenneco
shocks all around. The truck only came in black. Inside, the seats had unique embroidered
headrests. Sources differ on exactly how many GM planned to make. Truck Trend says 1, while
GM Authority claims 1, Mopar Monday! Get ready for a week of trucks! In celebration of heading
to All Truck Nationals this weekend, I'll be sharing a truck picture every day this week! Also, the
trucks had a few other visual mods. Inside was a two-tone leather interior. And under the hood
was a 5. Approximately were commissioned for each year, according to HotCars. Ford
commissioned American Sunroof Company to build a convertible truck. They used Used the
extended cab Ranger with 4. One of the first was the Dodge Dakota Sport Convertible. But there
was another truck built between these two. That was the Ford SkyRanger. The American

Sunroof Company took a normal, extended-cab Ranger and installed a targa removable top.
Unfortunately, even with a 4. Ford actually discontinued the project after less than 20 were
made. Exact count varies between 17 and Little wonder it became a forgotten limited-edition
truck. Dodge Jean Machine. View this post on Instagram. We transplanted the body onto a F
camper special chassis and dropped in a with a C6 and NP transfer case. Determined to
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finish, I started the restoration from there. Does that thing have a Hemi? I get many looks and
great comments all the time from admirers. LMC Customers, all across the country we are
having crazy winter weather. In Kansas, like many other states, we are experiencing rolling
black outs. That means we will lose power multiple times a day. With these circumstances,
please be patient with us while we continue to work hard to get your orders out. Our first
priority at this time is keeping our employees safe. Check out Kyle W. Check out the rest of
Bobby W. This is the moment that started a new era for trucks. Did this truck inspire you?
Check out the rest of Paul H. Check out the rest of Kate J. Check out the rest of Austin S. Check
out more like Jaimie S. Jump to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone
Password Forgot account? Free Catalogs. Log In. Forgot account? Not Now. Nothing else
compares Style and function! This one goes out to all of our dually fans. See More.

